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Introduction

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder defined by the International 
League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) as a condition characterized by 
two or more recurrent epileptic seizures over a period longer than 
24 hours, unprovoked by any immediate identified cause [1]. It is 
a disorder which affects individuals of all ages and races. Epilepsy 
impacts the lives of more than one-percent of the population 
residing in the United States; ranking as the seventh most 
prevalent neurological disorder in the United States according to 
a systematic analysis of the Global Burden of Disease from 1990 
to 2017 [2,3]. Even with advances in its treatment, the burdens 
of this neurological disease reduce an individual’s quality of life. 
The authors will discuss two surgical techniques for managing 
temporal lobe epilepsy and address their impact for patient 
outcomes.

Temporal lobe seizures tend to represent the majority of 
intractable seizures which require surgical management [4]. The 
ILAE defines drug-resistant epilepsy as the failure to achieve 
sustained seizure-free outcomes using two antiepileptic drugs  

 
either as monotherapies or in combination [5]. With failure to 
respond to medical therapies, surgical intervention offers an 
alternative therapy with the goal of becoming seizure-free without 
causing further neurocognitive dysfunctions. These procedures 
are more effective when an epileptogenic zone is identified, often 
with assistance of neuroimaging and EEG. Operations available 
include resection of the medial temporal lobe such as entorhinal 
cortex, amygdala and/or hippocampus with possible involvement 
of temporal neocortex [6]. The two surgical techniques that this 
review will discuss are temporal lobectomy versus multiple 
hippocampal transections for the management of temporal lobe 
epilepsy. 

Discussion

In the modern era, the practice of temporal lobectomy 
refers to a standard anterior temporal lobectomy or cortico-
amygdalohippocampectomy in order to avoid confusion with 
complete resection of temporal lobe structures [7]. The standard 
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anterior temporal lobectomy procedure resects the lateral 
temporal structures which assists in identifying the mesial 
structures followed by the en bloc removal of the hippocampus. 
The following is a summary of the standard anterior temporal 
lobectomy approach. Patient is placed in a supine position and 
tilted at an approximately 10-degree angle in relation to the 
floor. Techniques for opening skin and temporalis muscle are 
variable, however the goal is to avoid unnecessary injury to the 
frontalis branch of facial nerve and attempt to preserve superficial 
temporal artery. Muscle is removed from bone via subperiosteal 
dissection followed by a craniotomy through the frontal bone. 
A posterior cortical incision is made along the lateral temporal 
gyri and subpial dissection allows for elevation of T1 region 
of temporal lobe from the Sylvian fissure. Exposure of insula 
allows for dissection to the lateral incus and posterior resection 
is extended from T1 to T3. Access to the temporal horn is made 
through the white matter located superior to fusiform gyrus. 
An anterior incision into the ventricle exposes the head of the 
hippocampus. Excision of temporal neocortex is performed, 
and further resection of mesial structures can occur if en-bloc 
temporal resection is desired. Caution is used during mesial 
structure removal to avoid injury to arachnoid mater due to close 
proximity to midbrain, third cranial nerve, posterior cerebral 
artery, and basal vein of Rosenthal. Variability of this procedure 
exists due to lack of clear demarcations for anatomic landmarks 
of the mesial structures [8]. 

Randomized studies examining surgery techniques for 
surgical management of epilepsy is limited. A study by Wiebe et 
al. assessed the effectiveness of surgical management of epilepsy 
compared to use of antiepileptic drugs of eighty patients over a 
one-year period. Following the one-year period, 58 percent of 
patients in the surgical group were free of seizures with impaired 
awareness compared to 8 percent receiving drug therapies; the 
determined number needed to treat was two patients. The trial 
found 38 percent of patients in the surgery group were free of 
all seizures compared to 3 percent in the drug therapy group; 
the determined number needed to treat was three patients. 
Within the surgery group, four patients sustained adverse 
effects including sensory deficits from a thalamic infarct, wound 
infection and impaired verbal memory. Additionally, 22 patients 
had asymptomatic visual field defects involving the superior 
quadrants. Adverse events in both groups included depression 
and transient psychosis (one per group). Outcomes from this 
study supported surgical intervention with anterior temporal 
lobectomy to provide seizure-free outcomes and improvement to 
patient’s quality of life [9].

In a literature review by Jobst and Cascino, ideal surgical 
candidates were determined based on outcomes reported 
following resective surgical interventions. The surgical outcomes 
were less beneficial when extratemporal lesions present, 
epilepsy not associated with a specific structural abnormality or 
a mixture of both. Surgical outcomes were better in individuals 

with benign tumors or hippocampal sclerosis. Subtle differences 
were reported in seizure and neuropsychological outcomes 
between standard temporal lobectomy compared to selective 
amygdalohippocampectomy. This review identified the benefits 
of surgical management for epilepsy with regards to seizure-
free periods, however limited data is available on the long-term 
neuropsychological sequelae [10]. Understanding the functional 
neural reorganizations following a standard anterior temporal 
lobectomy is poorly understood. In the study by Liao et al., they 
used resting-state functional connectivity with fMRI and graph-
based theoretical analyses to examine the pathophysiology 
associated with different surgical outcomes for mesial temporal 
lobe epilepsy. Findings of preoperative neural network resilience 
were associated with seizure-free outcomes following the 
operation; suggests there are stronger neural connections to 
maintain network integrity in patients who achieve freedom 
of seizures. This study also identified increased functional 
reorganization between the ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex 
(PFC) and temporoparietal junction in patients with seizure-free 
outcomes; studies previously identified ventral PFC as a crucial 
component in the epileptogenic network. Findings suggest 
postoperative neural reorganizations may serve as a biomarker 
to assist in determining surgical outcome and assist in identifying 
optimal surgery candidates [11].

The anterior temporal lobectomy remains a commonly 
used procedure that is safe and effective for the management 
of intractable epilepsy, however it is important to be aware of 
its possible adverse outcomes. Complications more frequently 
associated with this procedure include psychiatric disorders 
(eg, depression, psychosis, anxiety and/or obsessive-compulsive 
disorders), visual field defects (eg, hemianopsia, quadranopsia) 
and cognitive disorders. Less often are reports of language 
disorders, infections (eg, meningitis, wound infection, empyema), 
hemorrhage, cranial nerve injuries, hemiparesis, mortality and 
other [12]. Several long-term follow-up studies have determined 
surgery as the superior method for achieving seizure-free 
outcomes in adults with intractable temporal lobe epilepsy when 
compared to prolonged antiepileptic drug therapy. More than two-
thirds of study participants in surgery group achieved seizure-free 
outcomes by one year [13,14]. In these studies, prognostic factors 
for postoperative outcomes following the standard anterior 
temporal lobectomy procedures were identified. The nature of 
the underlying epileptogenic zone was investigated using MR 
imaging to examine hippocampal volume and histopathology 
to detect hippocampal sclerosis. Findings suggestive of better 
surgical outcomes included hippocampal atrophy with or without 
temporal cortical atrophy/other lesions [13,15]. Onset of seizures 
after five years of age and predominant seizure-types consisting 
of focal seizures with ictal impairment of consciousness were 
additional favorable prognostic factors. Seizure relapses were 
noted to predominantly occur within two years of the operation. 
In a review by Jutila et al., no mortality was associated with the 
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surgery, rather deaths were related to their recurrent epilepsy 
[13]. Psychosocial outcomes were noted to vary among individuals 
[14,15]. Surgical management with anterior temporal lobectomy 
approach for intractable temporal epilepsy has improved their 
quality of life, offered seizure-free outcomes and been identified 
as a relatively safe procedure compared to the detrimental effects 
of uncontrolled epilepsy.

Another common treatment of intractable temporal lobe 
epilepsy is multiple hippocampal transections (MHT). This 
alternative technique has been used since the mid-2000’s and has 
shown to have similar success rates compared to the temporal 
lobectomy [16]. One distinct advantage of MHT over temporal 
lobectomy is the preservation of memory post-operatively, 
particularly when the dominant hemisphere undergoes the 
temporal lobectomy and there is no hippocampal sclerosis seen 
on MRI before the procedure. However, the MHT procedure 
has shown early success and has been applied to more patient 
populations. 

The original target patient population for MHT are patients 
with intractable temporal lobe epilepsy in the dominant 
hemisphere without hippocampal atrophy. Temporal lobectomies 
have shown to be less effective in curing seizure and result in 
greater memory deficits when there is no atrophy or sclerosis of 
the hippocampus [16,17]. A study by Helmstaeder, et al., shows that 
lesioned tissue hinders memory. Prior to a temporal lobectomy, 
patients with lesioned hippocampus tissue had significantly lower 
memory function, specifically verbal memory, and removing this 
tissue may perhaps be beneficial to the patient. The same study 
also demonstrated that removing non-lesioned hippocampus 
tissue resulted in greater memory deficits [18,19]. Other studies 
observe that regardless of the presence of hippocampal sclerosis, 
a dominant-sided temporal lobectomy is associated with post-
operative verbal memory deficits. These findings suggest that 
other structures removed by a temporal lobectomy are important 
for post-surgical memory plasticity, not just the hippocampus 
[20-24]. Avoiding damage to these key structures is the distinct 
advantage of the MHT procedure. Common side effects of this 
procedure were temporary postoperative deficits in memory, 
however, these symptoms resolved within 6 months [16,25-28]. 

There is minimal damage to surrounding structures in the 
mesial temporal lobe and the hippocampus itself is lesioned in a 
way which preserves memory function. Other factors implicated 
in successful outcomes include extra-hippocampal subpial 
transections or elective amygdalectomy depending on location 
of epileptogenic foci. The MHT procedure may be indicated 
over the temporal lobectomy in cases of mesial temporal lobe 
epilepsy (mTLE) without hippocampal sclerosis or atrophy as 
well as mTLE of the dominant lobe. However, the indication of one 
procedure over the other is still a gray area as there is not enough 
longitudinal data of MHT procedures to make a clear decision. 
There have been substantially fewer MHT procedures done due 

to the effectiveness of temporal lobectomies and the relative 
newness of the procedure.

Another indication for the MHT procedure over a temporal 
lobectomy is a failed Wada test. The Wada test involves unilateral 
injection of amobarbital. This test can help determine hemisphere 
dominance and memory function. It can also aid prediction of 
lateralization of memory after a temporal lobectomy.30,31 Due 
to the risks associated with this procedure, use of an fMRI is 
preferred to evaluate hemisphere dominance. Regardless, a failed 
Wada test does correlate with an increase in verbal memory after 
a temporal lobectomy. Therefore, in the event of a failed Wada test, 
the MHT procedure could be considered instead of a temporal 
lobectomy [29,30].

A case report by Sunaga et al. demonstrated these memory 
preserving qualities of the MHT procedure. The patient had 
marked decline in Rey Auditory Verbal learning test after the 
procedure, but the score returned to normal 6 months after the 
operation [17]. Transient memory deficit with full recovery were 
seen again in a prospective study involving 24 patients by Usami, 
et al. [19] This is an important distinction as verbal memory 
deficits following a dominant-hemisphere temporal lobectomy. 
A study done by Rausch et al., showed that verbal memory does 
not improve at the 1-year mark following a temporal lobectomy. 
In addition, there was no improvement in verbal memory long 
term (9+ years) so verbal memory impairment from a temporal 
lobectomy is assumed to be permanent [20]. These findings 
highlight the plasticity of the hippocampus and the memory 
preserving qualities of the MHT procedure. In brief, the multiple 
hippocampal transection surgery involves multiple vertical 
transections of the hippocampus and other epileptogenic 
tissue. There are 2 orthogonal planes of hippocampal circuitry: 
longitudinal and transverse (vertical). The longitudinal circuits 
run through the hippocampus. Epileptic propagation in the 
hippocampus occurs along the longitudinal axis in an anterior-
posterior direction [16, 24]. The transverse circuits run along the 
long axis and is part of the synaptic loop ending in the entorhinal 
cortex [23]. The vertical transections disrupt the longitudinal 
circuitry and prevent seizure propagation while the transverse 
circuits remain intact. The transections are made using a steel 
ring and are done in 4-5mm intervals. For successful outcomes, 
transections must be parallel to hippocampal digitations and 
should completely transect the pyramid cell layer. CA1, CA2, CA3, 
CA4, and the dentate gyrus all are targets for transection during 
the procedure. However, it is important to preserve the fimbria 
as it is a major outflow tract. Electrodes may be placed along the 
hippocampus to observe a decrease in electrical conductance after 
the transection of tissue [23-25,29]. MHT can be combined with 
selective amygdalectomy or multiple subpial transections. These 
additional procedures are tailored if other foci of epileptogenesis 
are identified. Adding procedures when appropriate have shown 
good results in controlling seizures. In addition, the amygdala 
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resection or additional subpial transections have been shown to 
not impact memory postoperatively [16,19,25,29]. Postoperative 
findings include decreased glucose metabolism of the affected 
temporal lobe and hippocampal atrophy. Despite these findings, 
memory remains intact [19]. MHT is a relatively safe procedure 
and there are many promising studies which show the efficacy 
of this procedure. However, a systematic review by Warsi et, 
al., emphasizes that this procedure is still in its infancy. There 
have been no randomized trials studying MHT but there are for 
temporal lobectomy. Data from multiple studies show that MHT 
can lead to 64-94% Engel Class I outcome at 1 year. In addition, 
86.8% of patients demonstrated complete preservation of 
memory postoperatively.23 However, there are studies examining 
the long term effects of this surgery. The few studies that had 
patient follow-ups over 2 years showed 67-94% Engel Class I 
outcomes and 17-54% of patients had Engel class Ia results. 
Unfortunately, these studies only include a total of 52 patients 
[19,25,26]. Troubling data from a 10 year follow-up study of 24 
patients that underwent MHT showed a large increase in the 
return of seizures, 50% to 17% Engel Class Ia outcome, from 1 
to 5 years. Despite the return of seizures, most patients (88%) 
seizures were well controlled (Engel class I & IIa) at the 5+ year 
follow-up in this study.19 Other studies have presented results 
that contradict this return of seizures but these reports were 
inconsistent with long-term follow up [25,26]. Multiple smaller 
reports have also shown this procedure’s specific effectiveness in 
the pediatric population [25-28]. These reports emphasized a lack 
of neurologic symptoms from the procedure. In a detailed report 
of 3 pediatric cases, the author stated there was good control 
over seizure after the procedure but only 1 patient became 
seizure free. As a whole, there is promising evidence that multiple 
hippocampal transections can (1) control drug-resistant seizures 
caused by mesial temporal epilepsy and 

(2) preserve memory function. It should be considered as an 
alternative to a temporal lobectomy in patients who meet surgical 
criteria in addition to one of the following: no hippocampal 
sclerosis, epileptic foci in the dominant hemisphere, or a failed 
Wada test. Until further data shows otherwise, the procedure 
should be avoided in patients with hippocampal sclerosis as MHT 
has reduced effectiveness and the temporal lobectomy procedure 
is proven to be successful in this population [14,19,29-33]. 

Conclusion

Due to the limited number of MHT procedures, it is difficult to 
directly compare the efficacy of MHT versus temporal lobectomy. 
MHT is a promising alternative to a temporal lobectomy in 
treating drug-resistant mesial temporal epilepsy due to its 
reduction in memory-related side effects. Long-term follow up 
(greater than 1 year) of patients who received MHT and volume of 
cases represent key pieces of data that would prove beneficial in 
determining one procedure over the other [20]. The exact rates of 
freedom from seizure after MHT is highly variable from study to 

study as reported by the meta-analysis (Warsi, et al.). Engel Class 
I outcomes after 1 year or more following the MHT procedure 
range from 67.4 to 94.7% for patients receiving the MHT [23]. 
Studies examining the effectiveness of the temporal lobectomy 
procedure are comparable to MHT. In a cohort consisting of 288 
patients who underwent standard anterior temporal lobectomy 
with amygdalohippocampectomy and lesionectomy-guided by 
electrocorticography for drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy, 
approximately 73% of patients were seizure free at the last 
follow-up and 82% were Engel’s favorable outcome (Engel’s 
class I and IIa) at the end of one-year postoperative follow-up.32 
Mansouri et al. compared anterior temporal lobectomy and 
amygdalohippocampectomy for mesial temporal lobe epilepsy 
in 96 patients, which identified seizure outcomes as statistically 
insignificant. The use of surgical management for medically-
refractory temporal epilepsy is to achieve seizure-freedom 
without extensive morbidity (eg, neurocognitive dysfunction). 
The appeal of MHT is to spare non-epileptogenic areas in order 
to maintain language and cognition, however, temporal lobectomy 
allows for potentially more effective disruption of epileptogenic 
circuits and further prevention of neocortical epileptogenesis [33, 
34].
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